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We consider series whose terms are nonnegative real numbers. The
terms of a series will be indexed by Z, the set of positive integers.
Where there is no ambiguity we shall write ^ A for ^2neA an where
A is a subset of Z. The notation A+B where A and B are sets will be
used only when A and B are disjoint; it represents the union of A
and B. Even if ^an diverges there will be a large number of convergent subseries and the class Ó of all the corresponding subsets of Z
forms an ideal (the convergence ideal). This means that (i) - 4 £ #

and BCA=*B&,

(ii) A and B&=*AVB&

and (iii)

0&.

Kakutani [l] has given a necessary and sufficient condition for two
series to give rise to the same convergence ideal, but the problem of
characterising convergence ideals appears to have been open until
now, although some necessary and some sufficient conditions for an
ideal to be a convergence ideal have been found by N. G. de Bruijn,
P. Erdös, S. Kakutani and R. Rado (unpublished). This note describes a necessary and sufficient condition for an ideal to be a convergence ideal ; this will be based on the new concept of a portabilityclass. A complete account of the work will be published elsewhere. 2
D E F I N I T I O N . A class (P of finite subsets of Z is a portability-class if
and only if it obeys rules (l°)-(6°) below. The elements of the class
will be called the portable sets.
(1°) All one-point sets are portable.
(2°) All subsets of portable sets are portable.
If A and B are portable sets and D is a finite set disjoint from A and
B such that A +D is portable while B+D is nott then
(3°) for all finite sets E disjoint from A and B either A+E is
portable or B+E is notf and
(4°) given any finite set C there exists a finite set F disjoint from
AKJBKJC such that A + F is portable while B + F is not.
Under (l°)-(4°) we can define a relation on the portable sets by
saying t h a t A is not heavier than J5, written A^Bf if and only if, for
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all finite D disjoint from A and By J3+J9£(P implies that A+DÇ£($>.
This relation is a total quasi-ordering, i.e., it is reflexive and transitive, and for all A and J B £ ( P either A SB or B S A or both. When
A SB SA we write AÇ—B. This is an equivalence relation on (P.
(5°) If A and B are disjoint portable sets such that A +B is not portablet then for any finite E there exists a portable set C disjoint from
AKJE such that A + C&& and CSB.
(6°) If A is portable and A%0, then there exists an integer k and
k disjoint portable sets each not heavier than A such that their union is
not portable.
Rule (6°) is a condition of Archimedean type.
We now state our main result.
T H E O R E M . A necessary and sufficient condition that an ideal & of
subsets of Z be the ideal of convergence sets for a series of nonnegative
terms is that there should exist a portability-class (P such that the limits
of increasing sequences of elements of (P generate é.

Here, when we say "increasing sequence," we mean increasing in
the sense of the ordinary set-theoretic partial ordering based on inclusion. If the limits of increasing sequences of elements of (P constitute the class <£, then the condition of the theorem means that
E £ # iff E is the union of finitely many <£-sets. Further it can be
shown that E& iff E differs from some element of £ by a finite set.
In the proof of the necessity of the condition the most interesting
case is when ^an has the properties that anSl and, for all S > 0 ,
^{«n<8} *ls divergent. In t h a t case we can obtain a portability class
<P of the required type by saying that a finite set A £ <P iff ^2A S1.
T o establish sufficiency, given (P we construct a series X) a » by
taking an to be 0 if \n\ = 0 and a function of the least k which satisfies (6°) with A = {n} otherwise.
I am very grateful to Professor D. G. Kendall for his advice and
encouragement.
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